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Report snapshot
As communications service providers (CSPs) increasingly look
to automate both network and service orchestration to achieve
true digital transformation of their networks across multiple
domains, they have begun to consider intent-based modeling
to optimize workflows for end-to-end (E2E) service delivery
and closed-loop automation.
The report shows how ETSI’s Zero-touch network and
Service Management (ZSM) framework, in conjunction with
intent-based approaches can be leveraged to put CSPs on
the path to knowledge-driven zero-touch closed-loop
automation across multiple domains.
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INTRODUCTION
CSPs are accelerating their digital transformation to leverage agile processes that deliver new services faster and
more flexibly based on fully automated service orchestration and management, which scales for next-generation
volumes without linear increases in the size of the workforce. Until 2017 or so, rapid service creation and onboarding
based on network function virtualization (NFV) was often delayed by lack of operations support systems (OSS)
capabilities that acted as a showstopper for over a year, as shown in the following figure.
Today the key to rapid service deployment and upgrade is service enablement and orchestration focused not
only on adding value with operations simplicity and automation but also on accelerating time to market (TTM)
for new revenue generating services. See Strategy Analytics, November 2019 Insight Management, Orchestration &
Automation not just Overhead anymore.
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FIGURE 1. Evolution of operations functionality from network to service orchestration

Operators are now beginning to build on top of traditional management and network orchestration (MANO)
capabilities to orchestrate and enable services as part of an E2E 5G ready service environment that can leverage
federated AI capabilities. Three E2E functions are critical for this:
• 5G service orchestration and automation to render underlying complexity transparent
• Transparent network resource domain orchestration and management for efficient resource allocation
• Federation of domains with E2E service orchestration for service enablement, delivery, and assurance
These are the three topics covered in this report.
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EVOLUTION OF MANAGEMENT AND ORCHESTRATION TOWARD 5G
To make these capabilities feasible—significant evolution has occurred over the last decade as shown in the
following figure.
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FIGURE 2. Evolution of MANO and orchestration through 2019

In the early stages, NFV was focused on MANO and virtual network function (VNF) instantiation to accelerate the use
of general-purpose compute platforms, but the requirements for ease of operation and service orchestration were only
partially addressed.
Around 2016, enterprise user adoption of SDN branch services and SD-WAN took off and CSPs soon began
to integrate those capabilities with existing value-added services. Over the next two years, the need for E2E
connectivity with service and applications orchestration finally began to be addressed. In addition, enterprise
customers were now demanding Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) and DevOps as part
agile lifecycle management (LCM) support for service software delivery. To meet these requirements one
vendor—HPE—evolved a road map to deliver these capabilities as shown in the following figure.
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FIGURE 3. Evolution of HPE software for orchestration and container management

To meet the needs of multiple services—telco data centers, B2B services, large enterprise cloud, multiaccess edge
compute (MEC)—and to get ready for 5G services, HPE also evolved new OSS, E2E service, application, network and
resource orchestration on top of MANO capabilities, and in parallel with container management.
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THE CHALLENGE OF ON-DEMAND NETWORK SLICE MANAGEMENT
While no one doubts the long-term potential for network, activation, and management issues have significantly
slowed adoption by both CSPs and their customers. See our earlier 2019 report 5G Network Slicing - Management
and Orchestration Aspects.
The key to profitable on-demand network slice instantiation, management, and assurance is to orchestrate and
automate the internal network configuration and reallocation processes transparently and efficiently. The following
figure shows the multiple steps that must occur to achieve dynamic on demand slice management.
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FIGURE 4. Enterprise controlled on-demand slice management

Seven major functions are shown in Figure 4 (green boxes) for user initiated on-demand slice management:
1. On-demand slice creation/instantiation request
2. Automated slice creation
3. Configuration of the various domains, subnets, policies, and so on
4. Monitoring of slices as soon as they are set up
5. Automated slice monitoring
6. Routine operations (manual)
7. Automated closed loop—reconfiguration and remediation
Note: Most of the required processes are transparent to the user. The customer has only to specify and request the
preferred slice and the KPIs for ongoing monitoring and assurance (Step 4) and then use the new slice in Routine
operations (Step 6).
Meanwhile, behind the scenes, the system has to take multiple actions in Steps 2 through 5 and to close the loop in
Step 7. Many complex actions are actually required at each step, for example, to automate slice creation (Step 2) the
system must check the slice feasibility, the availability of current slice instances and resources, followed by instantiation
and building the requested slice (if required), as shown in Steps 2.1 and 2.2 in the figure. Similarly, multiple sub-tasks
must be triggered to achieve Steps 3 and 4, as well as to set up automated slice monitoring (Step 5) that is, Steps 5.1,
5.2, and 5.3. Step 7 then implements ongoing automated closed-loop reconfiguration and remediation.
From the customer perspective, the process must appear to be very simple. The user simply needs to specify the
desired slice and the performance characteristics to be monitored. However, to make slice management appear that
simple—when there are many complex processes to be performed—a new approach is needed. This new approach
is called intent-based because when a requestor specifies what is to be achieved, the system itself figures out how it
is to be achieved to deliver the requestor’s intended outcome.
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KEY BENEFIT
This intent-based approach enables large-scale automation of routine configuration and network or service
monitoring while allowing for intelligent human input of policy rules and settings to achieve better resource
utilization and agile delivery of new services.

INTENT-BASED APPROACH AND MODELING
As shown in the following figure for connectivity services between as few as three origins and destinations—outlined
by figure 5—there are already 12 different service scenarios. Intent-based orchestration describes the entire
configuration in a 100% machine-readable format and replaces the need for coding—handling the complexity of
future hybrid networks across multiple infrastructures.
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FIGURE 5. Combinations of connectivity, service functionality, and policy and QoS parameters escalate

Traditionally service providers have resolved this complexity by opting for few rigid pre-specified service
combinations that have user-friendly names such as Gold, Silver, or Bronze services for gaming with different levels
of allowable latency controlled by policy (PCF). To allow for user selection of many more combinations of service
options or service slice types (SSTs), service providers can now adopt intent-based orchestration and apply the
results of an automated intent-based model to take a customer’s request and translate it into specific E2E service
flows or instantiated slices in real time as required.
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INTENT-BASED MODELING
So how is a dynamic intent-based model constructed? First a network graph is described—indicating the service
flow options between service descriptors—as shown in the following figure. Each service descriptor is a node on the
graph and consists of Objects, Relationships, and Policies that define service functions.
Dynamic service descriptors

Service
descriptor

What, not just the How:
Reason behind the model (not just its structure);
“everything has a purpose”

Object

No monolithic structures:
Composable objects

Relationships

Policies

Behavior is part of the model:
Expressed in relationships and policies

Workflows won’t do the job

FIGURE 6. Intent-based model components

Dynamic workflows can now be computed and recomputed for a given network flow graph as shown in the following
figure.
Service orders

Model
Compute &
Re-compute

Service requests

Build Impact Model

Derive

Get Final Actions

Sort

Action Plan
Transaction State
External Actions

Actions

Automated generation of workflows is the key to agile and DevOps
FIGURE 7. Service order is automatically translated to service implementation

Based on each workflow option the system builds an impact model to see what is required for the current network
to support the request. Based on the output of the impact model the system derives a solution that identifies
the actions needed. It then translates these to an action plan, which is composed of both the desired transaction
outcome states and any necessary external actions needed to achieve the intent of the original service order
or request. Note: The action plan may vary for different requests for the same service under different network
conditions so that there is a highly flexible and efficient dynamic allocation of resources.
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The gaming E2E use case shown in the following figure was demonstrated at Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2019
to show how such automated intent-based service orchestration could both generate revenue from service upgrades
and minimize network costs with dynamic network resource allocation. In this use case, HPE demonstrated how an
operator could:
• Dynamically deploy a container for a slice function
• Dynamically instantiate the slice using resources at the optimal network or edge location
• Undeploy the slice upon completion of the session to reduce wasted resources

Gaming E2E service orchestration use case

Gaming edge
controller

Players

Service
provider

Edge

New monetization opportunities
• Differentiated on-demand services
• Various pricing flavors
• Multipartner flexibility

5G

Edge

• A gaming studio requests 5G gaming best experience
• Automated E2E orchestration deploys slicing connectivity across
core and DCs

• When players request a new session, the edge controller starts
gaming application at the optimal edge location

Automation
• Fully automated closed loop
• Multidomain
• Multivendor

FIGURE 8. 5G slice automation will accelerate monetization

In Figure 8, as part of the gaming example, a user may request a particular premium gaming experience that triggers
a request for a set of service descriptors and workflows. This can be configured according to the impact model and
the action plan with optimal resources for different functions to be allocated on the gaming platform, at the MEC
resource, or even in the core network. The resulting service is orchestrated seamlessly across those three domains.
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THE CHALLENGE OF CROSS-DOMAIN ORCHESTRATION
In the previous example, the gaming service requires resources from multiple domains in the network that are
managed separately but which are available to any service. The following figure shows how three services gaming,
home security and automation, and 4G/5G dynamic fidelity can each use functions from the four underlying network
platforms/domains.

Home security and
automation

Gaming

4G/5G dynamic fidelity

Service orchestration

Domain orchestration
Gaming platform

MEC platform

IOT platform

5G Core

FIGURE 9. Multidomain service orchestration

The platforms/domains are independent but provide service functions to the services that can be combined into
seamless service workflows under common service orchestration. In practice, the most interesting services often
involve multiple platforms/domains. Combining functionality across multiple domains enables CSPs and their users’
multiple new opportunities to create innovative services, for example, IoT or gaming services at the edge.
Not only does intent-based multidomain orchestration allow for creative innovation it can accelerate TTM.

SIGNIFICANT COST SAVINGS AND FASTER TTM RESULT FROM
INTENT-BASED APPROACH
The following figure shows a dramatic 75% reduction in the effort and time required to perform design, implementation,
and testing/regression testing for new service workflows, for example, for an SD-WAN service using intent-based
workflow creation versus the conventional static workflow approach.

Workflows

Intent-based Modeling

Effort is reduced 75%

0%

20%

40%
Design

60%
Implementation

FIGURE 10. Savings from intent-based SD-WAN service workflow creation
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TRANSLATING THE PROCESS TO INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
As the following figure shows the platforms/domains described previously—shown at the bottom of the chart—need
to be managed as set of loosely coupled infrastructure domains. The services—at the top of the chart—need to be
managed end to end (E2E) as user services.
End-to-end management domains
Gaming
service orchestration

Home
security and automation
service orchestration

4G/5G
dynamic fidelity
service orchestration

Integration fabric
Knowledge

Gaming platform

IoT platform

MEC platform

Domain orchestration
Source: Intel
FIGURE 11. Domain orchestration and management architecture

5G Core

Infrastructure
Management
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This architecture is based on that developed by the ETSI ZSM Industry Specification Group (ISG) that was founded in
2017 and published the Phase 1 Reference Architecture in August 2019. The ZSM framework reference architecture
moves away from the legacy tightly coupled management systems to more flexible sets of management services
similar to those defined by TM Forum as part of the Open Digital Architecture (ODA) or by 3GPP in its service-based
management architecture. The ZSM framework reference architecture provides means to build and compose loosely
coupled management functions that offer management services and collectively deliver end-to-end and domain-specific
capabilities for zero-touch management of network services and infrastructure. To offer their services, management
functions provide management service endpoints used for management service invocation and communication.
The ZSM reference architecture is shown in Figure 12. The management domain for the infrastructure resources—at
lower part of the chart—is linked via domain integration fabric and the cross-domain integration fabric to the E2E
service management domain at the top of the figure.

ZSM framework consumers

E2E Service Management Domain
Management functions

Data Services

Domain Integration Fabric
E2E Orchestration

E2E Intelligence

E2E Analytics E2E Data Collection

Cross-domain Integration Fabric
Domain
Domain
Domain
Control Orchestration Intelligence

Domain
Analytics

Domain
Data Collection

Cross-domain Integration Fabric

Data Services

Management Functions
Data Services

Management Domain

Cross-domain
Data-Services

ZSM Scope
Domain Managed Infrastructure Resources

Physical

Virtual

XaaS

Legend
Offered set of ZSM services

Consumed set of ZSM services

Source: ETSI GS ZSM 002 (2019-08): Zero-touch network and Service Management (ZSM); Reference Architecture
FIGURE 12. ZSM framework reference architecture

Closed loops
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A useful ETSI webinar that explains the ZSM reference architecture was presented in November 2019. See webinar
ETSI Zero-touch network and Service Management (ZSM) architecture framework available on demand. The
summary notes that “the pivotal deployment of 5G and network slicing has triggered the need for a radical change
in the way networks and services are managed and orchestrated. Full end-to-end automation of network and
service management has become an urgent necessity for delivering services with agility and speed and ensuring
the economic sustainability of the very diverse set of services offered by Digital Service Providers. The ultimate
automation target is to enable largely autonomous networks, which will be driven by high-level policies and rules (aka
intent); these networks will be capable of self-configuration, self-monitoring, self-healing, and self-optimization without
further human intervention. All this requires a new flexible end-to-end architecture framework designed for closedloop automation and optimized for data-driven machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms.”
A specific approach to the implementation of infrastructure management is shown in the following figure.
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O
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A
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Policies
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A
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Analytics
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Native resource APIs (Redfish, IPMI, and so on)

Source: Intel
FIGURE 13. Closed-loop zero-touch infrastructure management—topology

Within the infrastructure domain shown in Figure 13 there are a number of different components that collectively
enable the closed loop. At the bottom of the figure, there are a number of data collectors and discovery capabilities
that facilitate discovery of different hardware resources. Those resources may themselves have a variety of control
interfaces that are normalized. Once the data are consistent and aggregated AI/ML can be applied to control internal
closed-loop resource optimization. The interface to the external data model allows the infrastructure domain to
interact with other domains as described earlier.
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Service orchestration
Infrastructure orchestration
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O
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O
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M
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A
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M
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M

M

M

M

M

M

Power
Components
Source: Intel
FIGURE 14. Closed-loop zero-touch infrastructure management—flow

As the Figure 14 indicates, closed-loop optimization may occur within the infrastructure domain at various
levels—systems, rack, or component level. The ultimate goal is to achieve a self-managing, self-healing infrastructure
that delivers performance, network health, security, and efficient power consumption as shown in Figure 14. The
same configuration can also be replicated at multiple physical locations with shared management information and
control to create a fully federated but decentralized infrastructure management approach.

MAKING INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT SERVICE DRIVEN
The ZSM framework is designed to address the urgent need of next-generation networks and dynamic services to be
highly automated and eventually leverage ML and AI to move toward zero-touch automation. For example, the need
for IoT and other 5G services may require near-real-time response, which must be met by a flexible high-performance
management framework. A list of key next-generation requirements and the implied zero-touch capabilities required
to deliver them is shown in the following figure.
Next-generation network and service requirements

Zero Touch capabilities

• Near Real-Time Response

• Service Driven

• Hyper Scale of Deployment

• Lifecycle Centric

• Management & Deployment Complexity

• Fluid

• E2E Service Lifecycle Management (LCM)

• Intent Driven

• Geo-Distributed Services & Applications

• Intelligent

• B2B/P2P Collaboration in Real-Time

• Autonomous

• Cloudification and function as a service (FaaS)

• Decentralized

• Edge Computing

• Cooperative

• Disaggregated or Hyper-converged Infrastructure
Source: Intel
FIGURE 15. Next-generation requirements and associated zero-touch capabilities
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To meet these requirements the new ZSM infrastructure management approach has to become much more
collaborative and interactive as to how it works with service orchestration. As the following figure indicates, the ideal
approach is to enable service-driven management and LCM requests to get exactly the resources and responses
they need from the right infrastructure manageability features to enable the best possible experience.
Service Driven Infrastructure
Enable “service driven management” of infrastructure layers

Processes
Service
Lifecycle
Management

Plan
&
Design

Retire

Services
Applications

Manage

Deliver

Platforms
Infrastructure
Lifecycle
Management

Infrastructure

Use

Onboard

Resources
Deploy

Facilities

Provide the right infrastructure “manageability features”
to enable best possible service LCM experience
Source: Intel
FIGURE 16. Service management requests and infrastructure management responses assure LCM

Significant fluidity may be required in the infrastructure management in some cases to meet the rigorous
requirements of specific services or VNFs. Service specifications must map via intent-driven physical resource
allocation process. One example is shown in the following figure.

VNF
description
…

Hardware platform awareness (HPA) driven resource allocation
Instantiation

H/W
requirements
…

Optimization

Operation

Service
orchestration

Inventory

Data collection

Discovery

Control

Hardware platform awareness (HPA)—CPU pinning, NUMA, and so on

Infrastructure
orchestration
Physical
infrastructure
resources

Source: Intel
FIGURE 17. Intent-driven, hardware platform awareness VNF placement

As shown on the left—the VNF description includes the required performance characteristics of the hardware it
needs. The hardware platform awareness (HPA)—at the bottom of the figure—provides its characteristics via
the inventory database so that VNF requirements can discover what is available and be matched dynamically to
appropriate resources.
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ZERO-TOUCH AUTOMATION REQUIRES CO-ORDINATION OF
ORCHESTRATION AT MULTIPLE LEVELS
There are three types of orchestration, two of which have been discussed previously. To achieve zero-touch
closed-loop optimization knowledge orchestration should be added to achieve a truly knowledge-driven result.
Knowledge management

Delegation & escalation

O

D

Gain insight

Define policies

Collect data

Knowledge
orchestration

O

Enforce policies
A

O

D

Gain insight

Define workflows

Collect data

Service
orchestration

O

O
Gain insight

Execute workflows
A

Infrastructure
orchestration

D
Define workflows

Collect data

Execute workflows

O

A

Source: Intel
FIGURE 18. Knowledge-driven zero-touch closed-loop automation

As the Figure 18 indicates, workflows and policies on the right side must be integrated continually with data and
insights on the left—the knowledge management side. As data and analytics are captured by infrastructure and
service management there needs to be a continuous feedback loop that forwards inputs to be interpreted and
added to ML and AI models in the knowledge management system. The resulting knowledge orchestration outputs
will in turn update both policies and the intent-based workflow optimization models. If these information exchanges
are specified as part of an intent-driven framework, automation can be implemented far more rapidly.
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HOW CLOSE ARE OPERATORS TO ZERO-TOUCH AUTOMATION?
It is important to recognize both that different network and service operations processes are at different points along
the infrastructure automation maturity timeline (Figure 19) and that many processes need to be redesigned for
intent-based modeling and workflow optimization prior to automation.
High

Human involvement
Human
involvement

“Ad hoc”
Procedural
workflows

Reactive
Proactive
Predictive
SLA driven
AI/ML assisted
AI/ML enabled/driven

Low
Low

Degree
a utomation
Degree ofofautomation

Policy driven ,
Rule based
Autonomous
(Zero-Touch)
High

Source: Intel
FIGURE 19. Infrastructure automation maturity

Early automation was often based on ad-hoc rules or simple reactive procedural responses derived from expert
systems. These evolved to more proactive, predictive, or SLA-driven automation based on heuristic policies or
mathematical algorithms many of which are in use today. While there is much discussion and experimental use
of AI/ML assisted and even fully automated closed-loop approaches, many are still in their infancy and operators
frequently lack the relevant datasets to train AI algorithms adequately.
Black Box AI automation based on a poor data can create network chaos and automated chaos is still chaos.
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IMPROVE PROCESSES BEFORE
AUTOMATING THEM
Most importantly, many of the network and service management processes in use today need to be redesigned to
include data analytics and ML inputs as well as the types of intent-based modeling described previously, before they
are automated.
It would be a mistake to automate many of today’s inefficient or sub-optimal processes. And in fact, re-architecting
the processes first will make them dramatically easier and faster to automate as described in Figure 10.

IMPLICATIONS
While the ultimate goal is to reduce operations complexity make high-quality service delivery transparent operators
have a long way to go to achieve zero-touch automation. Adopting rigorous automatable processes like intent-based
modeling and workflow optimization is a good next-step on the path.

ZERO-TOUCH IS COMING
Today, however, zero touch still remains largely a long-term ideal that requires many new capabilities to be
implemented in CSP networks before 5G can fully leverage it for service management and orchestration. Operators
can, however, start today by:
• Implementing E2E service enablement, management, and orchestration
• Evolving beyond MANO toward ETSI ZSM architecture
• Automating service orchestration for select services
• Federating orchestration across service and infrastructure resource domains
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INTELLIGENT AUTOMATED SERVICE AND INFRASTRUCTURE
ORCHESTRATION DEMAND INTENT-BASED APPROACH
As orchestration, E2E network intelligence and automated processes are established for network operations and
service management, pre-5G and new 5G services need to adopt an intent-based approach to facilitate efficient
automated allocation of the desired resources. Such an approach is essential for CSPs to be able to deploy
and operate new profitable, high-performance services such as dynamic network slicing that are infeasible or
uneconomic without a high-degree of intelligent automation and eventually zero-touch AI.

COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA SOLUTIONS, HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE
HPE has over 30 years of experience in the telecoms industry, with more than 300 telco customers across 160
countries. In the core, more than 700 million subscribers across more than 80 carriers depend on HPE Mobile
Core software. HPE’s open telco solutions help operators evolve their networks and services to a 5G ready, cloud
native, service-based architecture. As the edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company, our experience in hybrid
cloud allows us to bring the cloud transformation and secure, carrier-grade, standards-based infrastructure to
telecommunications networks. HPE was recognized by Frost & Sullivan with the 2019 Leadership award for Global
5G Infrastructure Enabling Technology.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is the global edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company that helps organizations
accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from all of their data, everywhere. Built on decades of reimagining the future
and innovating to advance the way people live and work, HPE delivers unique, open, and intelligent technology
solutions, with a consistent experience across all clouds and edges, to help customers develop new business models,
engage in new ways, and increase operational performance.

ABOUT INTEL
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress
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